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REVIEW FORM FOR SELECTING TEXTS SUITABLE FOR CCSS INSTRUCTION

Analysis of Suitability for Targeted Standards
Key Ideas and Details (CCSS R.1, R.2, and R.3)
Outline the main ideas and/or themes of the passage including their supporting details.

R.1, R.2, and R.3 (Consult standards for grade-level expectations.)
Are the content and information in the text accurate? (informational texts)
Are the ideas/themes clear and significant enough to paraphrase/summarize?
Are the ideas/themes/literary elements developed with enough details to support analysis?
Are the relationships among the ideas/literary elements significant enough to analyze?
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Yes / No

REVIEW FORM FOR SELECTING TEXTS SUITABLE FOR CCSS INSTRUCTION

Analysis of Suitability for Targeted Standards
Craft and Structure (CCSS R.4, R.5, and R.6)
List academic vocabulary words and figurative devices suitable for vocabulary development and analysis
of meaning and tone.

Describe the general organizational or narrative structure of the passage, including potential areas for skill
building.

Describe the point of view and/or purposes of the passage, including potential areas for skill building.

R.4, R.5, and R.6 (Consult standards for grade-level expectations.)
Are there words of appropriate difficulty and significance for vocabulary development and
analysis of meaning and tone?
Is the organizational/narrative structure clear, developed, and effective enough to support
analysis?
Is the point of view/purpose(s) compelling, clear, and developed enough to support analysis?
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Yes / No

REVIEW FORM FOR SELECTING TEXTS SUITABLE FOR CCSS INSTRUCTION

Analysis of Suitability for Targeted Standards
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas (CCSS R.7, R.8, and R.9)
Describe the significance of the illustrations or the multimedia aspects of the passage, including potential
areas for skill building.

Describe the argumentation of the passage including the reasoning and evidence used to support the
main claims.
(Applicable only to informational texts.)

Describe the central points of comparison of themes/ideas/perspectives among the texts.
(Applicable only to sets of multiple texts.)

R.7, R.8, and R.9 (Consult standards for grade-level expectations.)
Are the contributions of the illustrations and/or multimedia elements appropriate for analysis?
Is the argumentation clear and developed enough to support analysis?
Are the points of comparison significant and developed enough to support analysis?
Is the text a seminal U.S. document or a literary classic of historical and cultural significance?
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Yes / No

